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is an excellent digital equalizer that allows users to enhance their sound through easy-to-
understand user interfaces. AUDIO-MANIFEST XT is the world's most complete audio
treatise, including a whole palette of innovative audio technologies capable of converting
audio signals of any direction into a single set of audio files. XT2 is an audio clock that
incorporates all the experience of creating AUX audio equipment for cars with separate
signal sources, which allowed the company to improve the sound control system in the car.
Professional Audio Recording System: The XT3 is a reclining audio box with advanced
dual-focus technology to record 360-degree audio for superior results. Digital equalizer
with AN/BUSY-0 function, which is a software solution for obtaining information about
the acoustic quality of loudspeakers through full automatic control. The dedicated AUC3
digital signal processing system combines signal processing technology developed for
home theater and technologies built into power amplifiers to deliver exceptionally crisp,
clear and realistic sound. Universal USB hub designed for use with a portable media player
and RFID reader to record, update and store audiophile content from CD-R and CD-A and
other sources. Supports NTSC and PAL DAC and digital video controller, allowing you to
shoot H.264 and high definition video in MPEG 4 and HD Audio. The Quantum V6 is an
enhancement to the NX90, incorporating a femto laser phase inverter and audio frequency
sensors for distortion correction, acoustic analysis and finding the best frequency response
for any application. The NX405 Femto Signal System is a reasonably compact digital
signal processing system designed to transfer digital audiophile data from professional and
home use amplifiers to anechoic rooms and equipment for high-quality sound
reproduction on a TV screen. The NX200 DAF is a digital audiovisual processing system
featuring new 3DNR and EDR technologies and optimized acoustics. Using Videor
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